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A study is made of the natural function which maps each point x of a space X to the evaluation 
function e, : Yx + Y defined by e#) = f(x). A consequence of the results is that @X and OX can 
both be considered as subspaces of spaces of continuous functions from appropriate domain spaces 
into I or I?, respectively. 
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One of the standard ways of defining the Stone-tech compactification, /3X, of a 
space X, is to embed X in a cube and take the closure. A cube is the product of copies 
of the closed unit interval I, so that the elements of a cube can be considered as 
functions from a certain index set into I. These functions are not necessarily 
continuous, even though the index set may have a natural topology. 
In this paper we study certain natural functions in the theory of spaces of 
continuous functions, and obtain as a corollary of our investigation that PX and the 
real compactification OX can be considered as subspaces of spaces of continuous 
functions from appropriate domain spaces into I or R, respectively. 
Throughout the paper X and Y will denote Tychonoff spaces, Y* will be the set of 
all functions from X into Y, and C(X, Y) will be used for the set of all continuous 
functions from X into Y. If .A s X and V G Y, then we will use the notation [A, V] to 
mean either 
or 
[A, VI-If E CK Y)lfWr W 
[A, V]={fE Y*If(A)c V) 
depending on whethet we are working with C(X, Y) or Y*. 
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1. Set-open topologies 
We will say that ar is an X-family if cy is a nonempty family of nonempty closed 
subsets of X. In addition, we will call a compact if the members of at are compact 
subsets of X, and we will say that a! is proper if every singleton subset of X is a 
member of cy. Finally, cu will be called regular if for every x EX and every 
neighborhood U of x in X, there exists an A E Q! which is a neighborhood ofx and 
which is contained in U. 
We will be considering “set-open topologies” on C(X, Y) and Y”, which can be 
defined as follows. If a! is an X-family then the space C,(X, Y) is the set C(X, Y) 
with the topology generated by the subbase 
{[A, VII A E CY and V is open in Y}. 
We define the space Yf analogously as the set Yx with the topology generated by 
the same subbase, xcept of course the [A, V] are considered as subsets of Yx. Note 
that C,(XJ Y) can be considered as a subspace of Yc. 
There are three special kinds of X-families which we will distinguish with names. 
The family ?I will always be the family of all singleton subsets of X; the family x will 
be the family of all compact subsets of X; and final&- the family o will denote the 
family of all closed subsets of X. Notice that 7r is a compact proper X-family, that o is 
a proper egular X-family, and that x is a compact proper X-family which is regular 
whenever X is locally compact. 
For any X-family (Y, the space Y may be naturally embedded in C,(X, Y) by 
identifying each element yof Y with the constant function mapping X onto {y}. On 
the other hand, except in special cases, X cannot be embedded in Ca(X, Y) in a 
natural way. However, we describe next a way that X can be naturally embedded in
C,(C,(X, Y), Y) for certain families Q! and p. 
For each x E X, let us define the evaluation function at x to be the function 
defined by ex(f) = f(x) for each ,fE Yx. When we are working with C(X, Y) we may 
consider e, as the function 
e,:C(X, Y)+ Y 
defined by e&J = f(x) for each f~ C(X, Y). 
1. Lemma. If cy is a proper X-family, then e, : Yf + Y is continuous. 
Proof. Let f E Yc, and let V be a neighborhood of e&J. Then f(x) E V, so that 
f E [{x), VI. If g E [Ix}, VI, then ex(g) = g(x) E K so that eJ[{x}, V]) G V. Cl 
It follows from Lemma 1 that e, : C, (X, Y) + Y is also continuous whenever ar is 
proper. 
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Now we define what we call the evaluation identi’cation 
e :X + C(C,(X, Y), Y) 
by e(x) = e, for each x E X. It should be clear that if C(X, Y) separates points, then e 
is one-to-one. This will happen for example when Y contains anontrivial path. We 
now determine when e is continuous. 
2. Theorem. If Q! is a regular X-family and p is a compact Cl,(X, Y)-family, then 
e: X Cfi(C,(X, Y), Y) is continuous. 
Proof. Let x E X, let B E /3, and let V be open in Y so that e(x) E [& V]. Then for 
every f E B, f(x) E V Now for each f E B, there exists an Af E cy such that Af is a 
neighborhood of x which is contained in f-‘(V). Then {[Af, V] 1 f E B} is an open 
cover of the compact set B. Therefore there exist fi, . . . , fn E B such that 
B s [Afl, V]u . l l v CAf,, V]. 
LetA=Af,n . l l n Af,,, which is a neighborhood of x. To see that e(A) s [B, V], let 
a E A and f E 8. Then there is a k between 1and n such that f E [Af,, V], so that 
e(a)(f)=f(a)E V 0 
Since e is one-to-one when C(X, Y) separates points, we might wonder if e is 
actually an embedding. By putting one additional ssumption on p and requiring that 
C(X, Y) separate points from closed sets, we do obtain that e is an embedding. 
3. Theorem. If C(X, Y) separates points from closed sets, if ar is a regular X-family, 
and if p is a compact proper C,(X, Y)-family, then e :X + C&(X, Y), Y) is an 
embedding. 
Proof. Let U be open in X, and let x E U. We need to find an open set W in 
C&JX’, Y), Y) such that e(x) E W n e(X) G e(U). Since C(lr, Y) separates points 
from closed sets, then there exists an f E C(X, Y) such that f(x)E f(X\U). Let 
V= Y\f(X\U), and define W = [{f},V], which is open in Cg(Ca(X, Y), Y) since p 
is proper. Also since e(x)(f) = f(x) E V, then e(x) E W. Now let z E X with e(z) E W, 
SO that z ~fl(V). But VG Y\f(X\U), so that f(X\U)z Y\V Then 
x\ucf- f(f(X\U))Ef-‘(Y\V)=Xv’(V), 
so that f”( V) c U Therefore z E U, and hence e(z) E e(U). D 
We will consider two special cases where a! is a regular X-family, The case that 
a! = o will be examined at the end of this section. We consider now the case that ar = x 
and X is locally compact. In this case the evaluation identification becomes a closed 
embedding if we assume that Y contains a nontrival path. 
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4. Theorem. If X is locally compact, if Y contains a nontivial path, and if p is a 
compact proper Ck(X, Y)-family, then e :X+ C&,(X, Y), Y) is a closed 
embedding. 
Iproof, First observe that e is an embedding since whenever Y contains anontrivial 
path, then C(X, Y) separates points from closed sets. Let F E e, and let (xi} be a 
net in X such that {e(lrs)} converges toF in Ca(CJX, Y), Y). If x is a cluster point of 
(xr} in X, then e(x) is a cluster point of {e(q)} in CB(C,(X, Y), Y), so that F = e(x). 
Now suppose, by wa2, of contradiction, that (xc} has no cluster point in X. Then for 
any compact subset A of X, (xi} is eventually in X\A. Let yo be a point of Y which is 
contained in some nontrivial path P in Y, and let f. be the constant function mapping 
X onto {y& Also let y1 Ibe an element of P which is distinct from F( fo), and let V be a 
neighborhood f F( fo) which does not contain yl. Since F is continuous, there exists 
a basic open set 
W = [AI, VI] o 9 l l ri [An, Vn] 
0 
in C,(X, Y) such that f@ E W and F( W) G K Since X is locally compact, here exists a
comivact subset A of X such that AI u l l . u A, is contained in the interior of A. 
Then there exists an index io such that for every i a io, xi E X\A. Since X is 
completely regular and. since y. and yl are contained in path P, then there exists an 
fI E C(X, Y) such that *f;(x) = yol for each x E AI u l l . u A,, and f&) = y1 for each 
x E Emi. Now f1 E W, so that F( fi) E V, and thus FE [{ fi), V]. Then there exists 
an index il such that for every i a il, e(xJ E [(f } 1 , V 3 ,and hence f&) E K But there is 
an index i with i 2 io and i 2 il, so that f&j = yl ,while at the same time fi(Xi) E V; 
which is a contradiction. 
Therefore (xi} has a cluster point in X, so that by our argument in the first 
paragraph, FE e(X), and hence e(X) = e(X). Cl 
We will be interested in not only having e : X + Cs(Co (X, Y), Y) be a closed 
embedding, but also having it be a C-embedding - that is, having the property that all 
continuosrs eal-valued functions defined on the image of the embedding can be 
continuonsly extended to the entire range. From Tietze’s extension theorem, we 
know that whenever e is a closed embedding and C’&JX, Y), Y) is normal, then e 
i<; aC-embedding. 
We describe now one situatik;;(sl in which C&,(X, Y), Y) is normal. Let X be a 
locally compact separable me@riz space, let Y be the real numbers with the usual 
topology, and let /3 be a cohqlact broljer CJX, Y)-family. Then C&(X, Y) is a 
separable metric space (see [1 ;and [7]), and therefore C&,(X, Y), Y) is normal 
(see [GJ). 
The next theorem will ow that it is not really necessary to require 
C’,(C,(X, Y), Y) to be normaL in order to have e-be a C-embedding. 
If X, Y, and 2 are topological spaces where X is embedded in2, then we will say 
that X is C-embedded in 2 with respect o Y if every continuous function from X into 
Y has a continuous extension from 2 into Y. 
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If Q :X + Y is a function and 2 is a topological space, we define the induced 
function 
Q*:zy+zx 
by cp*(g) = g 0 Q for every g E Zy. If Q is continuous, we can consider 
Q* : c( Y, 2) + c(x, z). 
5. Lemma. If a! is an X-family and p is a Y-family such that {Q (A) 1 A E a} s /3, then 
Q* : 2: + Zf is continuous. 
Proof0 Let f E Zt, and suppose cp*(fj E [A, W] in 25. Since Q(A) E 6, [Q(A), W] is 
open in Z,‘. Also f E [Q(A), W] since f(Q(A)) = Q*(~)(A) s W. If g E [Q(A), W], 
then Q*(R)(A) = R(Q(A)) s W, so that Q”([Q(A), W]) 5 [A, W]. 0 
Now we can use the induced 
us when e is a C-embedding. 
function to help us establish our next heorem telling 
6. Theorem. If C(X, Y) separates points from closed sets, ifi~ is a regular X-family, 
and if p is a compact proper C, (X, Y)-family, then e : X + Y 2 lx* y, is a C-embedding 
with respect to Y. 
Proof. Let Q :X.+ Y be continuous. We need to find a continuous extension of 
Qoe-‘: e(X)+ Y to Y2(x.y! Though Q * : C&(X, Y) + C, (X, Y) need not be 
continuous, we know that Q** : Ygcx.y) + Y$(xy) is continuous by Lemma 5. 
Now both e :X+ Y%(xy) and e’: Y + Y$U(y. y, are embeddings by Theorem 3. 
We first wish to establish that Q** 0 e =e’oQ.LetxEX,andletfECU(Y, Y).Then 
(Q”” O e)(x)(f) = Q**(ex(f)) =e&*(f)) 
= ex(f O Q) =f(Q(X)) 
= e,(,) (f.l = e'(Q(xMn = w O Q)(x)(fh 
Therefore Q** 0 e = e’ 0 Q as desired. 
It remains to show that e’( Y) is a retract of Y$U’yPy). Let f. be the identity function 
in C’( Y, Y). Consider the evaluation function at fo: 
efo: Yzw’w(xy) + Y. 
We know that this is continuous by Lemma 1. Also we see that for each y E Y9 
(ef, 0 e’)(y) = ef&,) = e,(fo) =f0(y) = y- 
This means that 
% O Q 
** : ysc"(X.Y) + y 
is our desired continuous extension of Q 0 e-l : e(X) + Y to Y~(x’y’. 0 
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1 As a consequence we also have the following. 
7. Corolhuy. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 6, e :X+ C&,,(X, Y), Y) is a 
C-embedding with respect to Y. 
We have already considered the case that a = 1~. Inthe remainder of this section we 
consider the case that Q! = CU. 
8. Theorem. If fl is a compact C,(X, Y)-family, then the function e :X 3 Yp(xy’ 
has the property that he closure of e(X) in Y~cxSy’is contained inC@(Cw(X, Y), Y). 
Proof. Let F be in the closure of e(X) in Ye’**“’ , and let {xc} be a net ia X such that 
{e(q)} converges to F in Y>cx.y! Then for every f E Cw(X, Y), the net {f(q)} 
converges to F(f) in Y. 
Now to see that FE C(C,(X, Y), Y), let f E CJX, Y) and let U be a neighbor- 
hood of F(f) in Y. Also let V and W be neighbcrhoods of F(f) in Y so that w s V 
and v G U. Define A = f-‘( @), which is in o; and thus [A, V] is a neighborhood ff 
in C@(X, Y). Finally, to see that F([A, V]) G U; let g E [A, V]. Now the nets (f(xi)} 
and (g(xi)} converge to F(f) and F(g),, respectively, in Y. Therefore {f(q)} is 
eventually in W, so that (xi} is eventually in f’( W) s A. But then {g(xi)} iseventually 
in g(A) E V, which means that F(g) E V G U. Cl 
In our next wo corollaries of this theorem, we use the terminology C(X) to mean 
all real-valued continuous functions on X, and C*(X) to mean all continuous 
functions from X into I. For properties of the Stone-tech compactification fix of X 
and the realcompactification vX of X, see [3]. 
9. Corollrug. Zihe mbedding e :X + C”, [Cz (Xl) has the property that the closure of 
e(X) in C”, (CZ (X)) is fiX 
Proof. By Theorem 8, the closure of R(X) in C”, (Cs (X)) is the same as the closure 
of e(X) in ZEz’*’ , which is compact. T’Qerefore e(X) is a compactification f X Now 
Corollary 7 tells us that e(X) is CQmbedded in Cz(C$(X)), so that e(X)= 
@X cl 
10. corollary, 27te mbedding e :X * C,JC,(X)) has the property that the closure of 
e(X) in Ca(C4)(X)) is VX 
This can be proved in a manner similar to Corollary 9. 
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2. Uniform topologies 
If (Y, c1(1) is auniform space, then there is induced on C(X, Y) a natural uniformity 
{&IA&p}, where 
n;i = {(f, g) E C(X, Y) X C(X, Y) 1 (f(x), g(x)) E M for all x E X}. 
Let CJX, Y) denote the topological space generated by this uniformity (p will 
always be a uniformity on Y rather than an X-family). The uniform space notation 
which we will use will be similar to that in [S]. 
All the results in the previous ection, except Theorem 4, are true when we replace 
C4(X, Y) by CJX, Y). For example, let us show that the evaluation identification 
e : XI+ Cs(C,(& 1y), Y) is continuous whenever p is a compact C&(X, Y)-family. 
Let x E X, and lkt ex E [B, V], where B E @. Then for every f~ B, f(x) = e,(f) E JK 
so that there exists an Mf E p such that M’[f(x)] G V Now let Nf E p such that 
Nf 0 Nf s Mh and let Uf be a neighborhood ofx such that f( U’,‘,) G NJ”(x)]. Since B is 
compact, here exist fi, . . . , fn E B so that 
B c_ N;,lfil v 9 l . u &.[f~]. 
Define U = Uf, n l n Uf,.Toseethate(U’)s[B, V],letzEUandletgEB.Then 
there exists a k such that g &Jfk], so that (fk(z), g(z))E Nf,. Also fk(e)E 
Nr,[fk(x)], and thus (fk(x),fk(t)) E Nke But then (fk(x), g(z)) e Nf, oNfi, EM!,, SO th;at 
g(z) e Mfk[ fk(x)] s x Therefore  is continuous. 
Since the proofs of Theorems 3and 6 can be used to prove the analogous theorems 
using CJX, Y), then we obtain the following theorem. 
11. Theorem. If (Y, p) is a uniform space, if C(X, Y) separates points from closed 
sets, and if j9 is a compact proper CJX, Y)-family , then e :X + Y~~cx* y, is a 
C-embedding with respect to Y. 
We also obtain the analog of Theorem 8. 
12. Theorem. If (Y, cc) is a uniform space and if@ is a compact CJX, Y)-family: 
then the function e : X + YB cJx* y, has the property that the closure of e(X) in Y~~cxpy) 
is contained in C&&(X, Y), Y). 
Proof. Let F be in the closure of e(X) in Ygtx y), and let (xi} be a net in X such that 
{e(xj)} converges toF in Ystx. y). Let f E C&(X, Y) and let U be a neighborhood off
F(fl in Y. Then there exists an M E lu such that M[F(f)] G U. Now choose symmetric 
N E p such that N 0 N 0 N EM. To see that F(fi[ff) E 0; let g E fl[fl. Then for each 
i, (f (xi), g(x,)) E N. Since {f (xi)} and {g(xr)} converge to F(f) and F(g), respectively, 
there exist if and ig so that for every i a i’ f(q) E N[F(f)], and for every i a is, 
g(xi) E N[F(g)]. Then let io be such that io a if and io zs ip If i B io, we have (F(f), 
f(xi)) E N and (F(g), g(xi)) E N. l%us (F(f), F(g)) E N 0 N 0 N G M, so that F(g) E 
M[F(jll~ U. 0 
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In the next two corollaries, p will be any uniformity compatible with the usual 
topology. 
13. Cewolky. The embedding e :X + C”, (Cz (X)) has the property that the closure 
ofe(X) in CZ(Cz (X)) is $X. 
14. Corollary. The embedding e :X + C&$(X)) has the property hat the closure of 
e(X) in CT(CJX)) is 0X. 
There is some similarity between the way in which /3X is obtained in Corollary 13 
and the way in which it is obtained in many functional nalysis texts. In the latter, X is 
embedded into the dual space of the space of bounded real-valued continuous 
functions on X with the.supremum etric toplogy, and the closure is taken in this 
dual space which has the weak* topology. 
Finally, let us look at an example. Let X be the space of ordinals less than the first 
uncountable ordinal 01 with the order topology. Every f E C(X) has the property 
that there exists an x E X such that for every y 3 x, f(y) =f(x); let F(f) = f(x). Now 
FE RE*‘X’. To see that FE e, where e : X + Rz-‘x’ is the evaluation 
identification, let 
For each i between 1 and n, there exists an xi E X such that for every x 2 xi, 
a(x) = gi(xi). Define x0 = max(xl, . . . , x,}. Then for each i, 
e (xo)(gi) = em(gi I= gi (A = F(gi 1 E vi- 
Therefore (x0) E [{gl}, VI] n l l l n [{gn}, V,], SO that FE m. We then know by 
Theorem 12 that FE Cf(CJX)). 
It is clear that F& e(X) since if x 1~ X, then we may find an f~ C(X) SO that 
f(i) #F’(f)and h ence e(x)(f) #F(f). Now pX is known to be just [0, ~11. Also, since 
X is pseudocompact, then UX = @K. Therefore F may be identified with 01 in vX, 
and we can conclude that F is the only element of C*( CV (X)which is in the closure of 
e(X) but not in e(X). 
3. An applicafion 
One way in which the evaluation identification may be used is in establishing the 
dual statements of certain implicatiora. For example, suppose that P is a topological 
property which is closed hereditary and that Q-is a topological property such that 
whenever X has property Q, then (C%(X) has property R Then using Theorem 4, we 
may prove that the dual of this is true - that whenever X is locally comf;.3ct and 
C%(X) hasproperty 0, then X has property R This technique will be illustrated in 
the “proof of the next theorem. 
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If {Xi} is a family of topological spaces, then a Z-product of {Xi} is a subspace Z(a) 
of n Xi with the product opology having the form 
Z(a)={(Xi)EnXiIXi= ai for all but countably many i}, 
where a = (ai) is some fixed element of n Xi. 
Many spaces can be embedded into Z-products of separable metric spaces. For 
Iexample, using Bing’s metrization theorem, one can show that every metric space can 
be embedded into a Z-product of copies of the .unit interval I (see [2]). 
In fact many non-metric spaces can be embedded (even as closed subspaces) into 
C-products of separable metric spaces. An example of this is the ordinal space [0, m), 
where m is an ordinal number. By using the diagonal product map of {fa} where 
f*(p) = 0 if fl< a and fa(p) = 1 if p > cy, one may embed [0, m) as a closed subspace 
of the Z-product of m copies of I. I 
Our next heorem says, however, that for a large class of function spaces, the only 
ones which can be embedded as a closed subspace ofa Z-product of separable metric 
spaces are those which are already separable metric. 
15. Theorem. Let X be locally compact, and let Y be a separable metric space. If 
C=(X, Y) can be embedded as a closed subspace of a Z-product of separable metric 
spaces, then C, (X, Y) is separable metrizable. 
Proof. Gul’ko has shown in [4] that if X is a closed subspace of a Z-product of 
separable metric spaces and if Y is a separable metric space, then Cx(X, Y) is 
Lindeliif. Therefore, under our hypotheses, C,(CZ(X, Y), Y) is Lindelof. Then 
Theorem 4 tells us that the evaluation identification e :X + C&(X, Y), Y) is a 
closed embedding. Since the Lindeliif property is closed hereditary, then X must be 
Lindelef. Now a locally compact Lindeliif space is hemicompact, sothat C,(X, Y) is 
metrizable (see [11). Finally, the fact that C,(X, Y) is separable follows from the fact 
that it is metrizable and the fact that it is embedded as a closed subspace of some 
Z-product of separable metric spaces (see [2]). 0 
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